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Performance without compromise



Thermal noise spectrum of a USC-F1.2-k7.3 
cantilever in buffer solution. The thermal noise 
power spectrum reveals the broad resonance peak 
of the cantilever at approximately 750 kHz. The 
noise floor of the system can be clearly identified 
to be below 15 fm/√Hz, even before the resonance 
peak. At higher frequencies, the noise floor drops 
below 10 fm/√Hz.
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CleanDrive • Ultra-low noise • Direct drive scanner • Fully motorized system

Direct drive scanner
The DriveAFM exploits the power of direct drive piezo actuation. The 1:1, non-am-
plified actuation scheme of the DriveAFM’s flexure scanner provides more force and 
can drive stiffer scanners. The resulting higher resonance frequency of the scanner 
components allows for a higher available actuation bandwidth than with amplified 
drives of the same scan size. Direct drive scanner actuation in combination with the 
low-noise 28-bit outputs of the CX Controller enable both imaging at large scales 
and at high resolution with the same scanner. The DriveAFM is the perfect solution 
for high-resolution imaging of demanding samples such as nanostructures, proteins 
(e.g. membrane proteins), or polymeric structures (e.g. DNA), and even 2D-materials 
(atomic lattice resolution of HOPG), but also for larger, micrometer-sized structures.

Ultra-low noise
The DriveAFM has a very low overall 
noise floor, which is achieved through a 
combination of a low-noise/low-coher-
ence superluminescent diode, a low-noi-
se/high-bandwidth photodetector used 
in the beam deflection detection system, 
and the low-noise/high-bandwidth CX 
Controller. This is the basis for the stable, 
sensitive, and high-resolution imaging 
and force spectroscopy capability of the 
DriveAFM. 

Performance without compromise
The DriveAFM, Nanosurf‘s flagship inst-
rument, utilizes the latest technology to 
deliver stable, high-end performance 
across all areas of applications from ma-
terials to life science. It was designed to 
fulfill the needs of top-notch researchers, 
today and in the future. 

HOPG’s atomic lattice. Image width: 4 nm 
Z-range 0.4 nm 
Distance between visible atoms: 0.246 nm 
No Fourier or Gaussian filtering applied.

Left: high-resolution topography image of the cytoplasmic surface of purple membrane from Halobacterium 
salinarum. The topography clearly resolves the trimeric arrangement of bacteriorhodopsin (BR) proteins 
and substructures within the BR molecules. Inset: correlation average of BR trimers. The red dashed lines 
indicate a BR trimer.
Right: 2D FFT spectrum of the image in the left. The dashed circles indicate resolution of 1 nm and 0.75 nm. 
The spectrum reveals diffraction peaks beyond the outer circle indicating a resolution better than 0.75 nm.



All mechanical adjustments of lasers and photodetector are fully motorized

Ingenious optics design • Small cantilevers • Automated laser & detector alignment
The DriveAFM is the first fully motorized AFM system that can be integrated with an inverted optical microscope. Besides the 
motorized parallel approach, the DriveAFM features a fully motorized and software-controlled automatic adjustment of the whole 
cantilever deflection detection system (beam positioning and detector alignment) as well as the CleanDrive photothermal excitation 
laser beam position. For optimal performance, the DriveAFM can also adapt the laser focus to the needs of different environments. 
This full motorization not only contributes to the ease of use but also allows new possibilities for automated measurements.

Comparison of a small and a conventional AFM cantilever. The small and regular 
cantilevers have tip view dimensions of 10 µm x 20 µm (w x l) and 27 µm x 150 
µm (w x l), respectively.

Tip-scanning: No compro-
mise
The DriveAFM with its tip-scanning tech-
nology excels in several ways over sam-
ple-scanning AFMs. With all the essential 
components of an AFM system incorpo-
rated into a single unit, it is a truly por-
table and configurable multifunctional 
device. It can be operated as a benchtop 
system with a small footprint for opaque 
samples or easily transferred to an inver-
ted optical microscope within minutes to 
allow for simultaneous AFM and unper-
turbed optical observation, thanks to a 
stationary sample. Furthermore, the Dri-
veAFM can readily investigate large and 
heavy samples without compromising its 
scanner performance as the mass atta-
ched to the scanner remains constant. 
These advantages combined with the 
large clearance below the scanner of the 
DriveAFM also allow for tailor-made so-
lutions for customer-specific applications. 

Small cantilevers: Pure performance 
The DriveAFM, with its small laser spots, is compatible with small cantilevers, which 
have several advantages that make them superior in performance. While they have 
the same spring constant as a conventional cantilever, small cantilevers show a signifi-
cantly higher reso-
nance frequency 
and operational 
bandwidth which 
is a critical pre-
requisite for fast 
AFM imaging. Due 
to the small di-
mensions, the sen-
sitivity is increased, 
and hydrodynamic 
drag is decreased. 
All of this results in 
lower-noise mea-
surements and 
better imaging 
performance.

New optics design for tip-scanning AFM
The DriveAFM, based on a tip-scanning architecture, introduces a new, clever optics 
design to track the cantilever’s scanning motion with the light beam of the deflection 
detection system. This ingenious concept avoids mounting a heavy deflection detec-
tion unit onto the scanner that negatively impacts its performance. This new, patented 
beam tracking design allows placing the photodetector and light source off of the 
scanning unit, and even enables adding a second light source for photothermal exci-
tation and robust motorization of all adjustments.

Schematic illustration of the new optical beam 
tracking concept. The scanner (dashed box), 
equipped with a mirror and a focus lens, is moved 
along the axis between positions 1 and 2. The 
physical arrangement of the light source (SLD) 
and the photodetector (QPD), along with the 
layout of the mirrors, maintains the end position 
of the outgoing light beam on the photodetector 
regardless of the position of the scanner (positions 
1 and 2, red and yellow light paths). Only when 
the cantilever is deflected, a signal is measured at 
the photodiode (blue light path). This principle, 
illustrated in one axis, is extended in two axes to 
provide XY scan motion optical tracking.



NCSTAuD cantilever in air
 piezo-acoustic excitation
 photothermal excitation
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AC40 cantilever in buffer solution
 piezo-acoustic excitation
 photothermal excitation
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CleanDrive: Photothermal cantilever 
excitation
Excitation stability at its 
best
Photothermal excitation of the cantilever 
provides unparalleled stability and a high 
excitation bandwidth in air and liquid 
environments. Together with the cleanli-
ness of the excitation these benefits allow 
measurements at multiple frequencies 
and high-speed applications. Moreover, 
CleanDrive opens up avenues towards 
new transformational measurement mo-
des (e.g. PicoBalance and WaveMode). 
CleanDrive‘s advantages are amplified 
in liquids since only the cantilever beam 
is excited through local heating and the 
liquid environment remains largely unaf-
fected. The result: unperturbed resonan-
ce peaks instead of the “forest of peaks” 
commonly seen with piezo-acoustic exci-
tation. Furthermore, this method of exci-
ting the cantilever is insensitive to chan-
ges in the environment and distance to 
the sample, making the whole measure-
ment system much more stable, reliable 
and easier to work with.

Top: Comparison of frequency sweep in air. Far cleaner peaks over a wide frequency range. Bottom: 
Comparison of frequency sweeps using piezo-acoustic and photothermal excitation (CleanDrive) in liquid. 
CleanDrive shows textbook-like amplitude response and no “forest of peaks”.

A cantilever immersed in a 100 µl buffer droplet was 
excited to an amplitude of 3.6 nm. The amplitude of 
the cantilever was observed while the buffer droplet 
was allowed to evaporate. Until the cantilever 
lost contact with the droplet, the amplitude of 
the cantilever did not change significantly. As 
the cantilever was released from the liquid, the 
amplitude suddenly dropped, as expected.

stable amplitude despite
reducing droplet volume

cantilever not immersed
in liquid any more
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TipCheck sample imaged at 4Hz line rate, 2.9 µm frame size, 90 nm color scale. The left and right images 
are the first and last images in a series of 20 images.

Schematic of tip deflection during a single cycle and 
the corresponding force-distance relationship

Tip preservation 
WaveMode allows gentle imaging conditions, even on challenging samples like the tip checker, a sample known to notoriously blunten 
the tip with its sharp edges. WaveMode overcomes these problems with its precise force control. WaveMode thus not only simplifies the 
imaging process but also helps to preserve the tip and thus extend its life-time.

Force-controlled imaging
During imaging, the cantilever is excited by a laser that is sinusoidally modulated in its intensity, causing a sinusoidal deflection profile 
of the free cantilever. Once the cantilever interacts with the surface, the tip-surface interaction causes a new, characteristic cantilever 
deflection profile. The force-distance relationship during a cycle corresponds to that well-known from force spectroscopy. Extracting the 
maximal contact force from the cantilever deflection profile allows controlling the force during the imaging process. 

Herpes simplex virus 1 (HSV-1) capsid imaged in WaveMode at 10 kHz ramp rate 
resolving individual capsomeres. Image size: 230 x 230 nm2, z: 60 nm. Sample 
courtesy: Alex Evilevitch, Lund University.

WaveMode: Off-resonance imaging 
remastered
A new AFM mode
WaveMode is Nanosurf’s new imaging mode, developed in a co-
laboration with Georg Fantner  at EPFL. It provides additional ease 
of use for users from all backgrounds. It is the first commercially 
available off-resonance imaging mode using CleanDrive photo-
thermal excitation that is itself well-known for its exceptional ex-
citation stability and bandwidth in any environment. Founded on 
these advantages, WaveMode allows stable and fast operation in 
all environments.

WaveMode converts the AFM cantilever from a simple detector 
of tip-sample interactions into a combined detector and actuator. 
AFM cantilevers are well-know for their capability to serve as fast 
actuators. Paired with photothermal excitation, the AFM cantile-
ver is used to provide the oscillatory relative motion between AFM 
cantilever tip and sample surface that is typical for off-resonance 
modes. The combined high bandwidth of both the cantilever and 
the photothermal excitation allow overcoming the main speed-li-
miting factor in conventional off-resonance modes – the z-scanner 
that is typically used to generate the relative oscillatory motion.

WaveMode provides force control down to the pico-newton level 
throughout the imaging process, thus allowing tailoring the inter-
action force according to the requirements of the sample. Moreo-
ver, it significantly reduces lateral forces acting on the sample du-
ring imaging. This allows also imaging samples that are otherwise 
difficult to image due to their displacement during the imaging 
process.

„I expect PORT* will become a real 
game-changer for AFM and I am 
very happy that Nanosurf has integ-
rated PORT on the DriveAFM brin-
ging our invention to the broader 
AFM community.”
*Photothermal off-resonance tapping

Prof. Georg Fantner, EPFL, about WaveMode 

*Nievergelt, A.P., Banterle, N., Andany, S.H. et al. High-speed photothermal off-resonance atomic force microscopy reveals assembly routes of centriolar scaffold 
protein SAS-6. Nature Nanotech 13, 696–701 (2018). https://doi.org/10.1038/s41565-018-0149-4



Life science
Stability without compromise
The DriveAFM plays out all its advantages when it comes to biological applications. Automatic alignment of the beam deflection 
detection system and full motorization allow adjusting the lasers and photodetector and navigating the sample without interfering 
with a temperature-controlled environment. CleanDrive provides reliable and clean cantilever tuning in liquid environments. The 
insensitivity of CleanDrive towards environmental changes, the high sensitivity of small cantilevers, the ease-of-use and force control 
of WaveMode facilitate imaging of delicate samples over long periods of time with ease and at high resolution.
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Left: high-resolution topography image of double-stranded DNA on mica in buffer solution. Several DNA molecules can be observed. All of them show a 
characteristic periodic pattern. Image width: 110 nm. Right: zoomed-in section of the left area indicated in the left image. The black line indicates the location of the 
cross section shown in the inset. The average spacing between every second-next groove in the section corresponds to 3.4 nm, the characteristic pitch distance of 
a helical turn of B-DNA. The valleys in the section correspond to the major and minor grooves found in dsDNA. Image width: 45 nm.

Seamless integration
The DriveAFM integrates with most com-
monly used inverted optical microscopes 
to allow transmitted light and fluorescen-
ce microscopy to be combined with AFM 
imaging and force spectroscopy. The wa-
velengths of the two light sources used 
(785 nm and 840 nm) were selected to 
prevent interference with biological sam-
ples and the most commonly used fluo-
rescent dyes across the visible spectrum. 
This way, using optical microscopy, cells 
or other features to be investigated by 
AFM imaging or spectroscopy can be 
selected based on morphology or fluore-
scent markers. Subsequently, AFM results 
can be correlated to the optical informa-
tion. Moreover, with its high-resolution capabilities and the large 100 x 100 x 20 µm³ 
scan range, the DriveAFM provides the means to image selected cells or cell assem-
blies as well as  to focus on areas of interest on subsections thereof.

Force spectroscopy from single molecules to cells
With its generous 20 µm z-range and the new 150 µm z-actuator sample holder, the 
DriveAFM is the solution for all force spectroscopy-based investigations: single-mo-
lecule force spectroscopy, mechanical characterization of biomaterials, substrates, cells 
or tissues, or single-cell force spectroscopy. 

Environmental control
The DriveAFM comes with a new line of accessories for biological applications from 
single-molecule investigations to live cell observations. This includes a new Petri-dish 
holder and a new 150 µm z-actuator, which is essential for cell adhesion experiments. 
Both sample holders are designed to maintain biological samples at physiological 
temperature and to be ultimately converted into a live cell incubator that allows tem-
perature and CO2 control for optimal cell viability.

Unfolding of an engineered polyprotein containing 
Ig27 domains and a sandwiched test protein. The 
characteristic sawtooth pattern with equally spaced 
force peaks is visible. Average contour length 
increase per unfolding event: 28 nm.

Immortalized mouse embryonic fibroblasts in cell culture medium. Left: AFM topography image of two 
cells. Image size: 70 µm. Inset: DIC image of cells in optical microscope. Right: Young’s modulus map 
superimposed on optical image



HSV-1 capsid perforation. Capsids were initially located by WaveMode imaging and subsequent-
ly individually addressed by force spectroscopy to perforate the capsid. A characteristic force dis-
tance curve of such an experiment is shown (left). The orange line indicates the elastic stiffness of the 
capsid. After proforation, capsids were re-imaged with the same cantilever to verify capsid breakdown. 
Sample courtesy: Alex Evilevitch, Lund University.

Assembly of DNA tripods structures: time-lapse imaging of DNA tripods assembling into a hexagonal structures. Image size: 250 x 250 px2, 5 Hz line rate, 50s/frame, 
image with: 1 µm 
Sample courtesy: Cem Tekin, Prof. Maartje Bastings, Programmable Biomaterials Laboratory EPFL. 
Image courtesy: Veronika Cencen, Prof. Fantner group, Laboratory for Bio- and Nano-Instrumentation EPFL.

HSV-1 capsids (*) imaged bound to and on intact rat liver nuclei resolving individu-
al capsomeres. Nuclear pore complexes (•) residing withing the membrane are well visualized. 
Sample courtesy: Alex Evilevitch, Lund University.

WaveMode for life science research
Imaging performance on 
soft and fragile samples
WaveMode imaging excels at imaging fra-
gile biological samples that are otherwise 
difficult or impossible to assess. It allows 
applying very low imaging forces in a con-
trolled way and at the same time minimizes 
lateral forces that may displace or disrupt 
the sample while not compromising on 
speed or image quality.

Using the AFM cantilever as an actuator for 
WaveMode provides the imaging band-
width required to maintain imaging speed 
and performance. Actuating only the can-
tilever also reduces lateral hydrodynamic 
drag acting on the sample that is created 
when oscillating the whole sample or can-
tilever assembly and this way introducing 
liquid flow across the sample. 

WaveMode can be combined with other 
AFM-based techniques such as force spec-
troscopy. It can be e.g. used to locate in-
dividual virus capsids (~120 nm diameter) 
that are then subjected to mechanical pro-
bing using the same AFM tip to investigate 
the capsid stiffness and breakdown force, 
when the structural integrity of the capsid is 
destroyed. Subsequently, the  breakdown 
can be confirmed by re-imaging the cap-
sid at high resolution visualizing individual 
capsomers and the perforated area on the 
capsid.

Off-resonance time-lapse imaging 
Time-lapse imaging requires temporal resolution that allows observing dynamic processes. In this discipline, WaveMode excels with 
its superior imaging bandwidth that allows for higher imaging rates than conventional off-resonance imaging. Moreover, it does not 
disturb the assembly process by introducing unnecessary hydrodynamic drag on the sample. The example below shows time-lap-
se imaging of DNA tripods assembling into a hexagonal network. Growth nucleates at different sites within the observed area and 
finally, the different islands fuse into a large network covering almost the whole surface. The assembly process requires low, con-
trolled imaging forces in the order of <50 pN that only WaveMode can deliver. Higher forces would impact the assembly process.

*
*
*

•
•

• *
•

•



Long-term cultivation and optical/fluorescence/mass monitoring of control 
(unlabeled; left image column) and virus-infected cells (labeled with eGFP; 
right image column). While the healthy cell grows in mass and divides (dips 
in the black curve indicate cell division), the infected cell does not change its 
mass but engages in production of new virus particles (green fluorescence of 
GFP-labelled virus proteins). 

FluidFM® ready
FluidFM® probe microscopy (FPM) combines the force sensitivity and positional 
accuracy of an AFM with FluidFM technology by Cytosurge. The DriveAFM is fully 
compatible with the FluidFM technology and combined with the new accessories a 
wide range of exciting experiments from nanoscience to cell biology are possible:

• Single cell force spectroscopy (both in cell-substrate and cell-cell configuration)
• Targeted cell injection
• Material extraction from cells for further analysis (e.g. mass spectrometry, PCR)
• Targeted deposition of substances on cells/tissues

• Substrate patterning or modification

The FluidFM and PicoBalance technologies can be combined for e.g. serial measure-
ment of cell mass, where the reversible attachment of cells to the FluidFM cantilever 
significantly increases the throughput of the mass measurement.

PicoBalance ready
Mass measurement is a well-accepted method in many fields of science to characterize systems of any kind. Indeed, mass is 
typically a well-regulated quantity in bilogical systems, especially at the macroscopic level. However, mass measurements at the 
microscopic level, e.g. single cells or colloidal particles, were lacking able instrumentation. With the PicoBalance, Nanosurf offers 
a solution available on the DriveAFM that fills this gap.

PicoBalance non-invasively measures the mass of microscopic systems or their change with picogram mass and millisecond time 
resolution by observing changes in the resonance frequency of a cantilever-based oscillator. For reliable measurements, a clean 
and stable oscillation of the cantilever in liquid is mandatory. The DriveAFM with its CleanDrive photothermal excitation is the 
only AFM that is capable of performing such mass measurements.

The high temporal resolution of the PicoBalance makes it the ideal tool for investigating dynamic processes taking place in cells. 
It fully integrates with optical microscopy to allow observation of cell morphology or expression of fluorescent markers in parallel 
to the mass measurement. A different area of application could be the investigation of the dynamic swelling properties of colloi-
dal systems in different solvents.

PicoBalance can be combined with FluidFM technology to make use of the strengths of both technologies.

Key Features & Benefits
• Direct measurement of the total mass in liquids
• Mass: 5 pg mass resolution, tens of pg to tens of ng range 
• Time: 10 ms time resolution, from seconds to days range
• Long-term stability enabling days-long experiments
• Compatible with LiveCell chamber, Inverted light microscopy, FluidFM and DriveAFM

The optical images show the same area before 
(left) and after (right) a cell adhesion experiment 
using the 150 µm z-actuator sample holder. 
Force-distance curve corresponding to the cell 
detachment process.



The DriveAFM combines performance and a wide range of applications important for materials science research. Its unique direct 
drive tip-scanner technology paired with CleanDrive photothermal excitation and the fast, high-resolution and low-noise electro-
nics are key for fast and stable operation in air and liquid. The large range 100 x 100 x 20 µm³ of the scanner is ideal for imaging 
samples with strong surface corrugation or high features and samples with minute feature sizes, such as (atomic layer) step heights 
or atomic lattice resolution in 2D crystals and 2D materials. The tip-scanner design makes the performance of the DriveAFM in-
dependent of the mass of the sample under investigation, also allowing measurement of heavy samples without having to com-
promise on resolution or speed.
The automation features and the full motorization not only simplify working with the system but also facilitates automated measu-
rements addressing different areas of a sample.
Besides reliable topographic imaging, the DriveAFM also features a complete set of different modes to investigate the nanoelectri-
cal (e.g. C-AFM, KPFM, or PFM) or nanomechanical properties of your sample. The universe of accessories available for the Drive-
AFM offers extended functionality such as heating or cooling the sample, applying a variable magnetic field, detecting low electrical 
currents or investigating the changes taking place on electrodes during electrochemical processes with in situ AFM.

Left: topography image of an HOPG surface imaged in air. The surface 
shows different steps between different graphite layers. Image size: 500 nm. 
Right: height histogram of the HOPG surface. The spacing of two neighboring 
peaks in the histogram corresponds to 330 pm, the expected height of a 
graphite layer.
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Materials science
Versatility without compromise

PS-SBS-PS co-blockpolymer on mica imaged at 2.5 Hz and 20 Hz line rate 
using CleanDrive photothermal excitation. 
Image width: 240 nm; z: 4.3 nm

More detailed images
WaveMode relies on a different contrast mechanism compared 
to the widely-spread dynamic mode imaging. In WaveMode, 
the tip-sample interaction force can be precisely controlled and 
adapted to obtain optimal imaging results. WaveMode can re-
liably visualize features that are otherwise hard to resolve using 
regular static or 
dynamic mode 
imaging. Wave-
Mode can thus 
provide deeper 
and more detailed 
insights into the 
structure and sur-
face topography 
of various samples. 

Boosting off-resonance imaging speed 
The DriveAFM combines performance and a wide range of ap-
plications important for material science research. Its unique 
WaveMode brings off-resonance imaging to new levels of per-
formance. While the ramp rate of classical off-resonance ima-
ging is limited by the dynamics of the z-piezo, WaveMode over-
comes this limitation by using the cantilever as actuator. This 
leads to an increased actuation bandwidth and enables faster 
imaging speeds without compromising image size or resolution.

Images of a SBR-PMMA blend recorded in WaveMode at 20 kHz actuation 
frequency. Left: large range scan (35 x 35 µm²) recorded at 5 Hz line rate. 
Right: zoom-in (6 x 6 µm²) recorded at 10 Hz line rate. 

LDPE-PS on silicon imaged in dynamic mode and 
WaveMode. The dynamic mode image appears 
blurred compared to the detail-rich WaveMode 
image. Image size: 1.3 x 1.3 µm2

WaveMode for materials research



2D materials such as graphene or hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) are a relatively new 
class of materials that over the past decade have gained more and more attention due 
to their special mechanical and electrical properties. AFM has become the method of 
choice to investigate these materials due to its high xyz resolution and the availability 
of a number of modes that allow characterizing their nanomechanical or nanoelectri-
cal properties. 
Applications range from the purely topographic measurement of flake thickness to the 
analysis of 2D material growth and the mismatch of stacked layers that can result in so-
called Moiré superlattices. For many of these investigations, modes like KPFM or PFM 
but also nanomechnical modes like force modulation are employed, as layer defects 
or layer mismatches can result in different electrical or mechanical phenomena.

Beyond 2D materials
AFM has gained an important role for material sciences beyond 2D materials. The 
DriveAFM, with its universe of options and accessories, offers extended functionality 
to address the needs of researchers from different fields of application. These include 
imaging modes that provide nanoelectrical (EFM, KPFM, PFM), nanomagnetic (MFM), 
or nanomechanical (force modulation, force mapping) information about the sample. 

Especially nanoelectrical modes such as KPFM and PFM offer a number of different 
ways measure the corresponding properties. With the DriveAFM, Nanosurf offers the 
possibility to implement many of these measurements, e.g. AM-KPFM, FM-heterodyne 
KPFM, DFRP-PFM, lateral PFM, (switching-)spectroscopy PFM and HV-PFM. 

Nanosurf offers various accessories* for the DriveAFM that allow to
• control the sample environment by e.g. changing the sample temperature with 

the Cooler/Heater or Heater sample holder, 
• create a closed compartment around the sample with the Environmental Option
• perform in situ electrochemical AFM with the EC sample holder
• measure sample conductivity with the C-AFM sample holder or the Tip Current 

Addon module
• vary the magnetic field that a sample is exposed to with the Variable Magnetic 

Field sample holder
*) For a detailed description of the accessories please consult the Accessories brochure.

Moiré super lattice of twisted graphene on hBN 
imaged in force modulation mode on the contact 
resonance frequency. (A) phase image with scan 
size of: 190 x 190 nm2 (B) Center part of the Fourier 
transform image used to determine the lattice 
constant of the moiré pattern (C) phase image of 
68 x 68 nm2 area rescanned with 1024 x 1024 px2 
containing both the moiré superlattice and atomic 
lattice. (D) Digital zoom of the (C). (E) Fourier 
transform showing the diffraction spots from the 
atomic lattice.

3D surface topography of a twisted hBN bilayer 
superimposed with the corresponding KPFM 
signal. Image size 4.9 µm. Sample courtesy: Yiming 
Song & Thilo Glatzel, University of Basel

PFM measurement at contact resonance frequency (a) amplitude (arbitrary 
units), (b) phase (c) profile in the phase, showing domain widths ~100 nm range. 
Image size: 3 x 3 µm². Sample courtesy: Prof. A. Kholkin, University of Aveiro, 
Portugal, data courtesy: Sergei Magonov, SPM labs, AZ

Shakti lattice measured in the variable magnetic field holder under varying 
horizontal magnetic fields of 10 mT, -50 mT, and -200 mT (left to right)

Piezo response hysteresis loop of P(VDF-TrFE) thin film (a) amplitude vs applied voltage and (b) phase vs 
applied voltage obtained by SS-PFM. 
Sample courtesy: Joanneum Research Forschungsgesellschaft mbH, Austria.

2D materials: New frontiers



Specifications
The DriveAFM is a high-end research atomic force microscopy platform. The Nanosurf-typical design and the CX Controller, deve-
loped especially to maximize the potential of this scan head, yield the following specifications.

DriveAFM scan head features
Stand-alone tip scanning AFM scan head
Direct drive XYZ piezo flexure scanner
Easy accommodation of the largest variety of different samples and 
sample holders without restrictions to size, geometry and weight
Open/closed loop operations for XYZ axis
Interference-free SLD for beam deflection detection
Photothermal drive of the cantilever for clean and stable excitation
Compatible with small cantilevers: as small as 10 µm width
Compatible with most inverted microscopes (Zeiss, Nikon, Olympus, Leica)
Fully motorized alignment of the photodetector and the light sources 
Maximum Petri dish height of 13 mm

* measuremed with Tap150 cantilever
** measured with USC-F1.2-k7.3 cantilever

DriveAFM scan head specifications
Scan size  typ. 100 µm x 100 µm x 20 µm
Read-out light source 840 nm low-coherence SLD 
CleanDrive light source 785 nm laser
Photodetector bandwidth ≥8 MHz
Standard / maximum sample size 100 mm / 150 mm
Z-height noise dynamic <30 pm (RMS)
Z-height noise static <30 pm (RMS)
DC detector noise* <5 pm (RMS, 0.1 Hz – 1 kHz)
AC detector noise** <25 fm/√Hz above 100 kHz
Approach 10 mm motorized, parallel

System functionality
Standard imaging 
modes

Static force, dynamic force, phase contrast, 
MFM, friction force, force modulation, EFM

Advanced imaging 
modes (optional)

PFM, KPFM, 2nd lock-in amplifier, advanced dual 
pass, C-AFM, STM

Imaging functions Up to 8000×8000 data points 
X/Y sample slope correction

Standard 
spectroscopy modes 

Force–distance, amplitude–distance, phase–
distance

Spectroscopy 
functions

Setup wizard for each spectroscopy mode
XY-position table: point, line, and grid

Standard 
lithography modes

Free vector objects drawing or real-time 
drawing by mouse
Tip lift or force control during movement from 
point to point

Sample approach Fast home, retract, and advance movement 
Automatic step-by-step / continuous approach

CX Controller specifications
High resolution 
outputs (DAC)

12x 28 bit, 1 MHz/sampling; thereof 4x user DAC 
(optional) 

Fast outputs (DAC) 4x 16 bit, 100 MHz/sampling; thereof 1x user 
DAC (optional)

High resolution 
inputs (ADC)

12x 20 bit, 1 MHz/sampling; thereof 4x user ADC 
(optional)

Fast inputs (ADC) 3x 16 bit, 100 MHz/sampling; thereof 1x user 
ADC (optional)

Signal analyzers 2 signal analyzer function blocks that can be 
configured as dual channel lock-in

FPGA module 
and embedded 
processor

System-on-chip module with low-latency FPGA 
signal processing at 100MHz and dual-core 
ARM processor, 2GB RAM, 1.5GHz clock

Scan control 28-bit X/Y/Z-DAC 

Detector inputs Deflection/lateral signals each 20 bit
Digital sync, Spike-
Guard

2-bit line/frame sync out 5 V/TTL galvanically 
isolated, Spike-Guard input

Clock sync 10MHz/3V clock input to synchronize data 
acquisition and processing

Communication 
to PC

Gigabit Ethernet, galvanically isolated

DriveAFM stand-alone setup. DriveAFM inverted optical microscope setup.
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